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ABSTRACT
The Domain Name System (DNS) is a key component of Internet-

based communication and its privacy has been neglected for years.

Recently, DNS over HTTPS has improved the situation by fixing

the issue of in-path middleboxes. Further progress has been made

with proxy-based solutions such as Oblivious DoH, which separate

a user’s identity from their DNS queries. However, these solutions

rely on non-collusion between DNS resolvers and proxy networks.

This paper instead proposes PDNS, a new DNS extension that uses

Private Information Retrieval to allow DNS resolvers to operate on

blind queries, thereby eliminating any privacy leaks.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Transport protocols; Naming and addressing;
Network privacy and anonymity; Network security; Appli-
cation layer protocols; • Computer systems organization →
Dependable and fault-tolerant systems and networks; • Secu-
rity and privacy → Cryptography;
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1 INTRODUCTION
The DNS is the phonebook of the Internet [2] which maps IP ad-

dresses like “151.101.195.5” to human-friendly names like “cnn.com”.

Initially, DNS employs UDP or TCP and leaves the payloads as plain-

text [4], allowing any middleboxes placed between a DNS client and

recursive resolver (ReR) to monitor user activity. Twenty-eight years

later, DNS-over-TLS (DoT) [6] and DNS-over-HTTPS (DoH) [10]

solve this limitation by mean of end-to-end encryption. More re-

cently, ODNS [19] moves a step further to protect user privacy from

ReR by adding a proxy between the DNS client and ReR such that:

(𝑖) the proxy is blind with respect to an encrypted DNS query, (𝑖𝑖)

the ReR is blind with respect to the client’s identity (IP address).

Assuming a non-colluding proxy and ReR, user privacy is enforced.

However, non-collusion is hard to enforce and verify in reality. For
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Table 1: Comparison of privacy-preserving properties of var-
ious DNS solutions.

Solution

Defend

Pervasive

Monitoring

Hide Indi-

vidual

Access

Pattern

Hide

Regional

Access

Pattern

Survive Non-

Collusion

Violation

DoUDP [4] / DoTCP [6] No No No N/A

DoT [12] / DoH [10] Yes No No N/A

DoT/DoH + Resolver

Rotation [11, 18]
Yes Yes* No N/A

ODNS [19] / ODoH [20] Yes Yes No No

ODNS/ODoH + Proxy

Rotation [13]
Yes Yes Yes* No

DoHoT [15, 16] Yes Yes Yes* Yes*

DNS with Multi-Server PIR Yes Yes Yes No

DNS with Single-Server PIR Yes Yes Yes Yes

example, it could be broken when faced with a court subpoena.

Finally, ODNS still allows the ReR to gain insights into users collec-

tively, e.g., answer questions like “what is the most popular online
newspaper, and its potential political affiliation, in a given region?”

The only way to guarantee full user privacy would be for a ReR to

operate in the blind, i.e., by resolving domain names without know-

ing what they are. The latter statement seems counter-intuitive,

but in reality several techniques exist which allow such operations.

These techniques fall in the branch of Private Information Retrieval

(PIR), which is achieved by various cryptographic tools such as

homomorphic encryption [5, 7–9, 17]. Indeed, private DNS is often

cited as a motivating example in PIR research, but no practical

implementation currently exists.

Table 1 summarizes the privacy-preserving properties of state-of-

the-art DNS solutions. No existing solution but only single-server

PIR has the potential to offer full privacy. The goal of this work is to

fill the gap between PIR and DNS research. We do so by designing

PDNS, a Privacy-Preserving DNS designed to augment rather than
replace DNS, in a spirit similar to DoH/ODoH. To achieve our vision,

we had to solve the following challenges.

PIR Selection and Optimization: Out of all the available PIR cat-

egories, we suggest utilizing the single-server stateless PIR schemes

for DNS. These schemes do not require a non-collusion agreement,

result in low costs for cache updates, and offer satisfactory running

times for query processing.We benchmarkedmultiple such schemes

and Spiral [14] stands out with the fastest running time, the short-

est query size, and high-quality open-source implementation. To

integrate Spiral into PDNS, we conducted research on the optimal

DNS cache configuration for PIR. We also exploit multi-threading

and low-level instruction support. We further implemented perfor-

mance by leveraging hash collisions to purposely build large cache

slots, which reduces the query time at the expense of more data

being returned to the user.
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Cache Population: PIR protocols assume that a database (or cache

in DNS context) is either given or can be privately populated. This

is not the case for DNS where the ReR is responsible to populate its

cache based on the user request. Clearly, a blind ReR cannot perform

such operation which should be tackled by the client instead. Still,

the client cannot update the ReR cache or it would invalidate the

system privacy. We propose EDNS(1), our own DNS extension

which allows a client to communicate the IP address of its ReR in

presence of cache misses, so that an authoritative name server can

privately populate the ReR’s cache.

We implement a prototype client and ReR of PDNS and extend

the popular BIND9 [3] to support EDNS(1) at authoritative name

servers. Our experiments show that PDNS outperforms the DoHoT

and can achieve similar performance with ODoHwith a small cache

(64MB, up to 1.6M DNS records).

One final question remains: what are the incentives for the adop-
tion of PDNS? For users, the extra privacy provided justifies the

minor performance penalty. For the ReR, the extra cost is justified

by unprecedented privacy guarantees, which could be offered at

a premium. Participating authoritative name servers also have an

incentive to support PDNS, as the additional traffic is offset by the

increased privacy they can provide to their users, which is very

valuable to domains offering sensitive content.

2 PRIVACY MODELS
We assume untrusted ReRs which may track DNS queries to violate

user privacy. Similarly, we assume that DNS traffic can be inter-

cepted by third parties, i.e., middleboxes interposing between DNS

clients and both ReRs and/or name servers. Finally, a ReR may also

deliberately drop the DNS record of a sensitive domain from its

cache, and infer which user might query such domain when the

record is populated into the cache again.

We instead assume that name servers can be trusted with respect

to user privacy. Indeed, root and TLD name servers are handled by

trusted Internet authorities such as IANA (Internet Assigned Num-

bers Authority) [1]. Further, users can submit only partial domain

names, e.g., querying only “.com” instead of the full domain name

from the root name servers, and preserve some privacy when send-

ing requests to them. With respect to authoritative name servers,

their organizations have no incentives in using DNS traffic to infer a

user visit, since they already have access to both IP and HTTP logs,

either directly or provided by a content delivery network (CDN).

3 SYSTEM DESIGN
PDNS workflow consists of three main parts: initialization, query,

and cache update (see Figure 1). Define 𝑁 as the maximum number

of PIR cache entries and 𝑋 as the number of DNS records. The PIR

cache entries are of the same length and each of them may be filled

with multiple DNS records.

Initialization: Given as input a DNS cache C := (𝑐1, . . . , 𝑐𝑁 ), the
PDNS ReR executes SetupServer(C, 𝑁 ) → [C] to encode the cache.
Upon registering to a PDNSReR, the user executes SetupUser(𝑁 ) →
(qk, pk) to derive the query key qk and public key pk. The user
sends pk to the ReR, who needs it to answer private DNS queries.

This is a per-user key which can be shared across multiple ReRs,
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Figure 1: Visualization of PDNS and its workflow.

e.g., in the case of a DNS leveraging multiple physical machines for

load balancing.

Query: A DNS query in PDNS implies the following steps:

(1) A user who wants to visit a domain 𝑑 executes Index(d) →
idx. The index idx points to a specific slot in ReR’s cache,

where the DNS record for d might be located. User executes

Query(qk, idx) → q and sends the encrypted query q to the

PDNS ReR.

(2) The PDNS ReR executes Answer(pk, [C], q) → r. The output r
is a ciphertext which encrypts the corresponding cache slot, if

available, and is kept secret from ReR. Finally, the ReR sends r
to user.

(3) User executes Extract(qk, r) → 𝑐idx. If 𝑐idx contains a valid

DNS record for the domain 𝑑 , the DNS query is terminated.

Otherwise, the user performs an iterative DNS lookup. Note

that PDNS attempts to speed up such iterative DNS lookup by

providing in 𝑐idx the NS-record of 𝑑 , or the IP address of the

authoritative name server for d. The authoritative name server

could optionally asks the user to prove the existence of cache

miss (see § 4).

Cache update: The cache update happens after a cache miss is

triggered and the user finishes an iterative DNS lookup for a do-

main 𝑑 . The authoritative name server for d populates the PDNS

ReR’s cache by sending its most recent DNS record for d. As long
as the authoritative name server does not collude with the ReR,

user’s privacy is maintained. This non-collusion requirement is

not a violation of our privacy model; this is because the client-side

iterative DNS lookup does not offer any more information to the

organization behind a domain than what is already available via

both IP and HTTP logs, as discussed in § 2.

4 FUTUREWORK
The PDNS construction above imposes new security challenges for

DNS. Attackers can either congest authoritative name servers, or

launch reflection attacks to congest or poison the cache of ReRs. We

leave the defense of such security vulnerabilities to future work.

Briefly, we plan to leverage a combination of the security properties

of Spiral with digital signatures and PKI-based authentication to

allow authoritative name servers to validate cache misses when

needed, i.e., when suspecting a potential attack.
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